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HOME OFFICE:  
WENDY GLAISTER

I like for the projects I do to look like 
the clients I serve. It’s a real joy to 
get to know my clients’ aesthetics, 
interests, needs and preferences 
and design a space to fit their lives.  
It makes my work interesting...I’m 
always trying something new and 
finding a way to keep things fresh 
and distinctive. 

I designed this home office for an 
existing client. She’s a rocket scientist 
and she is building a spectacular 
contemporary home on the top of 
a mountain overlooking a beautiful 
alpine lake in Northern California. 
She is brilliant and intuitive and it’s 
been a real pleasure to help her put 
her dream home together. Her office 
overlooks a breathtaking view of the 
valley and it is all at once peaceful 
and powerful. Just like her. The 
pieces in her office reflect her love of 
the universe and her refined taste.
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Build the Room- Virtual Showhouse: LAS VEGAS MARKET SOURCED HOME OFFICE 
 

 

I designed this home office with a specific client in mind. She’s a rocket scientist...no joke...building a spectacular home on the tippy top of 

a mountain overlooking a private lake in the Sierra Nevada’s near Yosemite. She will have 320 degree views from her office offering the 

most magnificent connection to the mountain landscape in the daytime and heavenly vistas at night.  

When I first started my work with her, she was thrilled with our collaboration and the things I was bringing to her as we put together the 

hardscape of her home. She exclaimed, “Wendy, how do you do this? It’s just amazing how you see things so clearly.” And I thought it was 

so funny to answer, “Well it isn’t exactly rocket science.” hee hee hee. Just goes to show how we all have our respective gifts that may be 

used to bless each other.  

My client loves soothing tones and visually quiet spaces, preferring to let the astounding views take center stage. That explains the muted 

color palette.  

Here are the reasons for the rest of my selections….. 

 

ELK HOME 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65815/line/15007/products 

 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65815/prod/1247232  

 
 

I chose the ELK Home- red road desk for its sleek form and interesting textural accents. The front and apron are made with natural fir 

wood and pewter. It’s soft and sleek all at once.  
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Global Views 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65888/products 

grouped-argento-chair-6244 

 
I’ve always loved the glamour of this Ann Gish D’Oro chair for Global Views. It reminds me of Old Hollywood and since my client works in 

the stars, shouldn’t she feel like one? 

 

OLY Studio 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/66156/products 

catalogsearch/result?q=sabina&cat= 

 
The Sabina Chandelier from Oly Studio reminds me of the layers of the universe, one world and the next and the next. The softness of the 

silk shade lends a feminine texture to the room while the geometry of the silk strands likens the way in which constellations are drawn.  
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Arteriors 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65604/products 

kilpatrick-tall-cabinet 

 
She has a very large office and prefers to live clutter-free….visually and figuratively, so a pair of these spectacular Kilpatrick cabinets by 

Arteriors flanking the 10 foot windows are just the ticket. They will conceal her printer and paper storage, office supplies, files, etc 

without any problem. The bronze-gold color of the burnished gold leaf door fronts make a lovely connection to the desk across the room.  

 

Wendover Art Group 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/66472/products 

minmod-2 

minmod-1  
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I chose Minmod 1 and 2 because of their simplicity. They are lyrical and make a beautiful connection to the Sabina Chandelier floating 

above her desk. The mat is wrapped in fabric, which I love for the texture and sophistication it imparts and the frames are done in a 

shadowbox method, lending depth to the space.  

 

Tempaper 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/66378/products 

astology-black-removable-wallpaper 

 
There isn’t much wallspace in her office...just the back wall behind her with the doors to her office and a little at the header above the 

windows around the room. The windows are a black storefront style, so by placing this black wallpaper by Tempaper around those 

spaces, the walls and window frames will recede, making the views the main event.  

 

Norwalk Furniture 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/66140/products 

detail.dT/700313-alexander-settee 

 
This comfy little Alexander settee is the perfect perch for a visitor to enjoy when my client invites other great minds to her mountaintop 

retreat for brainstorming sessions. 
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Uttermost 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/66440/products 

Capella-Accent-Table-24948/?SelectedSKU=24948 

 
Uttermost’s capella accent table is really great looking and it’s just right for a cup of coffee or a Peligrino for a guest. The star shape is a fun 

nod to the nature of my client’s work as well.  

 

A & B Home Inc. 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65540/products 

 
I never do a project without injecting greenery or flowers and A & B Home has a terrific floral and options available for any design setting. 

It adds a little femininity to the space. 
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Loloi Rugs 
https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/66047/products 

collections/alchemy 

 
The abstract nature of Alchemy area rug by Loloi lays a striking foundation for the feeling of this room. The texture is soothing and the 

fibers will hold up to her feline visitors through the day….(she’s involved in kitty rescue).  

 

 

Currey & Company 

https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65754/products 

Mandir-Mandir/?SelectedSKU=1200-0274 

 
I liked the shape and color of these great pyramid accessories from Curry and Co. They’re a little unusual and I appreciate accessories you 

don’t see everywhere.  
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https://www.lasvegasmarket.com/exhibit/65754/products 

Bourgeon-Floor-Lamp-8000-0039/?SelectedSKU=8000-0039 

 
Currey’s Bourgeon Floor lamp adds great sculptural interest to the room and carries the bronze-gold finish through the space to keep the 

look consistent.  
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